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  Timeless Elegance
Inspired Spaces Crafted by Croma
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                      Our mission is to create elegant interiors that inspire the spirit and calm the mind.

                    

                    

                  

                

                

              

            
	
              
              

                
                  

                    
                      Our passion is for work that instills happiness.

                    

                    

                  

                

                

              

            
	
              
              

                
                  

                    
                      Our belief is that your home should nourish joy, authenticity and ease.

                    

                    

                  

                

                

              

            
	
              
              

                
                  

                    
                      Our joy is to design stylish spaces that stand the test of time.

                    

                    

                  

                

                

              

            
	
              
              

                
                  

                    
                      Our education is in interior design.

                    

                    

                  

                

                

              

            


      


    


    
      
        
          
            
              
                
  
  

  

    
      
      
    

    

  


              

            

          


        


        
          
            
              
                
  
  

  

    

    
      
      
    

  


              

            

          


        

      
    

    
      
  
  

  

    
      
      
    

    

  


      
  
  

  

    

    
      
      
    

  


    


  


  
    
  




  

  



      
      
      
    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  Three principles
Principles that we lean on to create beautiful spaces:
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  Thoughtfulness
Being kind, and thinking about others’ needs fuels our design process. A thoughtful approach throughout the project equals success.
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  Simplicity
Simple design is easy to understand. It’s easy to use, and easy to look at. Simplicity implies naturalness, balance and truthfulness.
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  Quality
The strive for excellence is found in the quality of our work. The quality of a project is evident in the goods and materials used to build it.
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  Boutique-sized























  
  





 





  Croma Design is a boutique-sized design firm where every project receives our full attention. We strive to take on work that we can have a meaningful impact on so that we can pour our passion into each project.























  
  








  
    Reach out, let's discuss your project
  





 




  Cofounders Amy Kent and Ryan Martin met while working at Cecconi Simone before launching Croma Design in 2001.
Our team has experience in commercial, hospitality and retail projects, but our true love is for the design of residential interiors.























  
  







 




  A bit about each of us:
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            Amy Kent
Principal Designer & Cofounder
International Academy of Design & Technology
Toronto, Ontario
With an eye for the big picture and an innate sense in the details, Amy makes a project considered, whole and personal.
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            Ryan Martin
Principal Designer & Cofounder
Georgian College of Interior Design
Barrie, Ontario
An unassuming creative mastermind who genuinely cares about our clients and the work we do, bringing a sincere passion to every project.
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            Kathryn Henry
Designer
Interior Design Graduate, KLC School of Design
London, England
Serving as our resident fashionista, Kathryn has the final say on achieving impeccable interior styling, adding a touch of sophistication to every project.


          
        
      
        
      

    

  


  










    

  
  

  


  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
      


  What People Are Saying



























 
























  
    “How many positive adjectives can I put in this space? Personable, professional, responsive, respectful of budget, knowledgeable. For the quality of their work, I never felt overcharged. I needed someone who could oversee and take care of everything, and they delivered. They designed a fantastic space that not only looks great, but also just makes me feel better.”
  

  — Chris Chong


























  
    “Ryan, Amy and their team were well prepared, highly professional, full of unique, creative ideas and resources. Communication was prompt and efficient and we felt we received great value for the time and money spent. We will use them again as our project progresses.”
  

  — Agnes Kuskowski


























  
    “They are true professionals. They listened to our objectives, tastes and budget and developed plans and shopping lists that met our goals, while also steering us clear of some landmines (such as light fixtures that were becoming ubiquitous) - which was a true value-add, in our opinion. They have style, taste and are truly talented. We are delighted with the result and highly recommend them.”
  

  — Stephanie Robinson


























  
    “I am living in HQ (as of yesterday) and, in a word, it’s f-ing awesome! Needed 2 words to express it’s fabulousness. Thank you for your work on the project😀”
  

  — Wendy W



























  
    “The Croma team is very talented and helped us every step of the way!”
  

  — Marjorie Callaghan


























  
    “We are so happy with how things have turned out. We would definitely use Croma Design for any future projects and have already recommended them to friends, family and colleagues.”
  

  — R Brown


























  
    “We gutted a 1930s, semi-detached home in midtown Toronto. Croma helped us with all aspects of the project (floorplan, windows, exterior finishing, and all interior design work). 

We couldn’t be happier with our home and would do it all over again with Croma Design. We love their timeless, modern design but yet very warm and inviting at the same time which was importing to us. Thank you so much for taking on our project!”
  

  — Angelica A


























  
    “With the client’s requirements in mind, Croma Design provided invaluable insight and knowledge. Their expertise and attention to detail ensured a successful project. Timeless design that is modern yet personal.”
  

  — Cat Chan


























  
    “We are so in love with our home! 

We are super happy! Absolutely love everything about our new place.”
  

  — Adria F



























  
    “They were fabulous to work with. They listened carefully to what we wanted (not all designers have this quality) and provided us with lots of different options to choose from that fit our criteria and also helped us be confident to push our boundaries with some young, fresh ideas. They made the experience very positive. We highly recommend them.”
  

  — J Grahek


























  
    “Croma Design helped my husband and I completely gut and transform a late 1970s back split into a magazine-worthy space we can hardly believe we actually live in now. After meeting with Ryan Martin (one of the principals) and reviewing our ideas, we knew we had found our designer. Ryan’s demeanour, thoughtfulness and excellent design sense were his most appealing characteristics and once we initiated the work, we were convinced we made the right decision. Quite frankly, I am not certain how we would have completed the project without his insight and balanced perspective. What really stood out for us were the meticulous floorplans, as well as recommendations for fixtures and finishes, all of which were beautiful and completely on point.”
  

  — Jasmine C


























  
    “My experience with Croma Design has been wonderful. The team: Ryan, Amy, Jessica, and Kathryn are super talented, and they curate beautifully.

I hired Croma to design my home, as well as furnish and decorate, and I am so happy with their services. Professional, quality designs, premium aesthetic, and no shortage of supplier and vendor contacts. From the start, Croma worked with my inspiration and vision, and they translated it into a modern, classy, elegant, and timeless design. I also like that their design layouts are easy to read for contractors, which makes for a seamless renovation process.

I highly recommend using Croma Design. I will definitely be using them for future projects.”
  

  — Charlotte A
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